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Abstract
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This work uses multiple three-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulations

(DNSs) to i) investigate the ignition process of a cold lean premixed mixture at

atmospheric conditions by a jet of hot burnt gases that may be cooled before

injection ii) evaluate models able to predict the outcome of such a scenario in

terms of ignition. Understanding and being able to model ignition of cold pre-

mixed mixtures by hot burnt gases is essential to design systems like engines (to

ensure ignition) and flameproof enclosures (to prevent ignition). Limited work

has focused on the combined effects of the jet injection speed and temperature

on ignition. This is difficult to do by using experiments only and DNS is a nat-

ural approach to gain knowledge on that point. By varying the hot jet injection

speed and temperature, the three-dimensional, kinetically detailed, DNSs allow

a parametric study of the impact of these parameters on the ignition process

and provide data to build and test models. Simulations prove that jet injec-

tion speed and temperature (usually less than the adiabatic flame temperature

because of cooling effects through the injection hole) directly govern ignition.
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Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis (CEMA) is used to characterize the react-

ing flow structure which is strongly impacted by the jet injection speed. Based

on the DNSs conclusions, a zero-dimensional Lagrangian model where a small

element of the jet burnt gases mixes at a certain rate with the fresh gases while

it potentially ignites is found to be a good candidate to predict the outcome of

an ignition sequence (success or failure).

Keywords: turbulent jet ignition, pre-chamber ignition, internal combustion

engine, flameproof enclosure

1. Introduction

The process of ignition of cold streams by jets of hot burnt gases is critical in

many applications including flameproof enclosures [1, 2], reciprocating engines

[3, 4, 5], wave rotor engines [6] or pulse detonation engines [7]. Since flameproof

enclosures may not be able to withstand an internal explosion, holes must be5

big enough so that pressure does not increase beyond the enclosure limit but

small enough so that the exhausted hot burnt gases cannot ignite a surrounding

flammable mixture. In Internal Combustion Engines (ICEs), on the contrary,

hot burnt gases jets may be used to ignite a flammable mixture: in pre-chamber

ignition systems, an auxiliary charge is ignited inside a small pre-chamber linked10

to the main chamber of the engine by multiple ducts in order to produce hot

turbulent jets. In this application, the holes need to be big enough to ensure

ignition in the main chamber but small enough to produce turbulent fluctuations

which speed up the main charge consumption. In all cases, the ability to predict

ignition success or failure of the flamable mixture in which the hot burnt gases15

jets penetrate is critical for holes design.

Knowing the critical size for flame quenching in a duct [8] is not enough to

establish the duct size limit that separates ignition success from ignition failure.

It is not necessary that an healthy flame escapes through a hole for ignition of

an outer flammable mixture to be realized: the flame can quench in the hole and20

still push a jet of hot gases which are able to ignite the fresh mixture depending
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on the temperature, composition and dynamics of the hot jet even if it has

stopped reacting [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Therefore, the true ignition limits are set

by the aerothermochemical processes taking place in the outer atmosphere in

which hot burnt gases penetrate.25

Several studies have been carried out on pre-chamber/main chamber sys-

tems to investigate the effect of several parameters (ignition location, hole size,

fuel type, equivalence ratio, etc.) on the ignition of a fresh mixture. Yamaguchi

et al. [9] experimentally studied the effect of hole size, charge stratification and

volume ratio of a divided chamber bomb filled with propane/air mixtures. They30

showed that the ignition pattern was greatly influenced by the hole size and the

volume ratio and classified it into four categories, depending on the amount

of flame kernel at the nozzle exit: chemical chain ignition, composite ignition,

flame kernel ignition and flame front ignition. More recently, Sadanandan et al.

[13] performed experimental investigations using hydrogen/air mixtures to gain35

information about the spatial and temporal evolution of the ignition process. A

combination of mixing reactor model/spectroscopic simulations was used to link

the observed OH LIF signals with certain states (extinction, ignition, and com-

bustion). The influence of the hot jet temperature and speed of mixing between

the burnt and fresh gases on the ignition process was highlighted: quenching of40

the flame inside the duct was observed by the absence of significant amount of

OH radicals at the nozzle exit. Biswas et al. [12] used an experimental setup to

study the effects of pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio along with geomet-

ric factors on the ignition mechanisms of hydrogen/air mixtures. They observed

ignition even if the flame was quenched passing through the connecting duct. A45

global Damköhler number was proposed to evaluate the ignition probability. It

was constructed using a chemical time scale based on the fresh premixed mixture

thermochemical properties and a flow time scale based on the velocity fluctua-

tions properties at the nozzle exit. Results showed that this number contains

essential features as it successfully delineated the ignition modes and ignition50

limits. However, the potential heat losses to the wall of the connecting duct

which lower the ignition capacity of the hot jet are a missing key parameter.
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Mastorakos et al. [14] studied the pre-chamber combustion, jet injection and

subsequent premixed flame initiation for ethylene and methane/air mixtures us-

ing an experimental test rig and Large Eddy Simulation (LES). They described55

several jet ignition phases, including the “outer flame ignition” phase that is of

interest for the present work. During this phase, the main ignition sites were

spotted at the tip of the transient jet. High velocities and stretch rates inhibit

ignition at the sides of the jet. OH* and CH* emissions suggest quenching of the

flame inside the duct, with subsequent reignition. Following this work, Allison60

et al. [15] used a similar setup to further investigate fundamental turbulent jet

dynamics, with a particular emphasis placed on the effect of fuel type, mixture

composition, orifice size, and ignition location. Qin et al. [16] investigated full

ignition and flame propagation processes in a methane/air mixture using Direct

Numerical Simulation (DNS) and detailed chemical kinetics. The effects of the65

jet on the main chamber have been categorized as chemical, thermal and po-

tential enrichment effect due to mixture stratification. For their configuration

which uses a rich mixture in the pre-chamber, the jet hot species OH, CH2O,

and HO2 were found to play an important role in the ignition and propaga-

tion of the main chamber flame. In a similar way, limiting the DNSs to two70

dimensions, Benekos et al. [17] performed a parametric study to investigate the

combustion phenomenology and the jet ignition process under different initial

temperatures, main chamber compositions and wall boundary conditions. Sev-

eral findings are relevant for the present work: the pre-chamber/main chamber

interaction begins as soon as combustion develops in the pre-chamber, which75

generates a transient unburnt jet in the main chamber, which in turn generates

strong turbulence in the region close to the outlet of the connecting duct. This

first non-reactive jet has an important effect on the subsequent interaction with

the hot burnt gases jet later exiting the pre-chamber. Furthermore, they showed

that the hot burnt gases jet exits the pre-chamber at a temperature that can be80

significantly lower than the adiabatic flame temperature of the corresponding

mixture due to wall heat losses. In the main chamber, the local flame structure

differed strongly from that of a one-dimensional premixed laminar flame.
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A large part of the ignition processes does not depend on the details of the

pre-chamber design and many authors using simulations decided to study only85

the jet of hot burnt gases into a premixed charge. Iglesias et al. [18] used

axisymmetric Navier-Stokes computations under low-Mach approximation as-

sociated with a simple one-step chemistry to investigate hot jet ignition. They

proposed a critical Damköhler number whose parametric dependence is inves-

tigated. They found that the Reynolds number exerts a limited influence on90

this critical Damköhler number while the influence of reactant diffusivity is

much more pronounced, facilitating ignition. Ghorbani et al. [19] numerically

investigated jet ignition of a hydrogen/air coflow using a Probability Density

Function (PDF) method to elucidate the mechanisms leading to ignition and ex-

plain the processes governing the ignition delay time and location. It was shown95

that mixing and chemical kinetics have a strong influence on the ignition process

and that a realistic model for ignition has to account for these processes. Validi

et al. [20] carried out a DNS of a statistically steady jet of hot gases interacting

with a coflow of a hydrogen/air mixture. It was found that turbulence wrinkles

and alters the local flame structure which differs significantly from standard100

turbulent premixed flames.

Sidey et al. [21] proposed an original approach, similar to the Representative

Interactive Flamelet (RIF) method of Peters et al. [22, 23, 24], to study the

ignition of a methane/air mixture by fully or partially burnt products: they

used one-dimensional transient flamelets assuming that ignition occurs in thin105

layers between hot products and fresh mixture. It was shown that high scalar

dissipation rates are able to freeze chemistry which is not fast enough to keep

with mixing. When the degree of reaction completion in the hot products stream

is decreased, ignition is harder to achieve. Application of the partially burnt hot

stream flamelets to pre-chamber jet ignition cases is nevertheless disputable as110

the pre-chamber acts as a fully burnt gases, potentially cooled, reservoir. The

present work uses an extension of this model in Section 3.1.

Despite these contributions, the effects of the jet injection speed and tem-

perature on ignition have been rarely discussed independently: most recent
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applications.

Most existing jet ignition investigations in similar configurations [25, 26,135

19, 18] have used at least one of the two simplifications that follow, which are

relaxed here i) the injected jet composition corresponds to hot burnt gases at

the initial time and ii) the injected gases are non-cooled: their temperature is

the adiabatic flame temperature. Relaxing these simplifications is important for

two reasons:140

- even if injecting burnt gases right from the start of the DNSs is convenient

for computation purposes, it does not correspond to reality and it affects

results: combustion in an upstream partially enclosed volume first pushes

out fresh gases before that burnt gases reach the inlet of the duct and are

pushed out in turn, entrained by the prior flow (Fig. 2). The structure of145

the jet head is then different from that of a sudden starting jet because of

the entrainment effects and the turbulence potentially generated by the

fresh gases injection near the nozzle exit [17]. The DNSs must therefore

take into account the entire injection sequence so that the jet develops as

it would in real applications.150

- burnt gases lose temperature to the walls when they flow through the

injection hole. The temperature of the jet burnt gases Tinj is therefore

smaller than the adiabatic flame temperature Tad. It will be shown that

the difference between Tinj and Tad, Tdrop = Tad − Tinj is one of the key

parameters controlling the result of an ignition sequence. In piston engines155

using a pre-chamber for ignition, Tdrop can reach 200 K [27]. Benekos et

al. [17] found even larger Tdrop, up to 585 K in their simplified divided

chamber setup.
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2) Burnt gases injection:
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Figure 2: Typical injection sequence for ignition of fresh gases by a jet of hot burnt gases: 1)

fresh gases are pushed through the duct until 2) burnt gases reach the orifice at a time t = ttr.

2. Direct Numerical Simulations

2.1. Configuration160

2.1.1. Numerical Setup

The solver used for this work is an explicit cell-vertex massively-parallel code

solving the compressible multi-species Navier-Stokes equations called AVBP

[28, 29]. To solve the transport equations, a fully explicit two-step Taylor-

Galerkin finite element numerical scheme is used [30] which offers third order165

accuracy in space and time on irregular grids. Viscosity follows a power law

function of temperature. Thermal diffusivity is computed from the viscosity

using a constant Prandtl number: Pr = 0.71. Species diffusion fluxes rely on

Hirschfelder and Curtis approximation [31] where diffusion coefficients are com-

puted using constant Schmidt numbers. Table 1 gives the Schmidt and Lewis170

numbers of the main species used for these DNSs.

2.1.2. Chemistry Description

Propane is used as fuel, air as oxidizer. Description of the chemical kinetics

relies on Analytically Reduced Chemistry (ARC) whose application to reacting

flows is widely described by Felden [32]. ARC mechanisms allow to accurately175
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describe the chemistry and contain intermediate species involved in the pro-

cess of ignition by hot burnt gases [16, 15, 9, 17], keeping the computational

cost at an affordable level for a three-dimensional code [33, 34, 35, 36]. The

ARC mechanism is specially constructed for this work using the YARC tool

[37]. Reduction starts from the San Diego mechanism [38, 39, 40]. The final180

ARC mechanism contains 35 species (14 of them in quasi-steady state) and 161

reactions. A full description of the ARC scheme and of its validation is included

in Appendix A.

2.1.3. Computational Domain and Resolution

The computational domain consists of a constant pressure atmosphere in185

which a 4 mm diameter cylindrical jet injects the burnt gases (Fig. 1). Walls

are used on all boundaries and the domain is large enough so that pressure

remains almost constant during the simulations (the maximum rise in mean

pressure is 0.2 Pa). The unstructured tetrahedral meshes comprise a zone of

interest with a characteristic cell size of 80 µm and, thanks to the unstructured190

capacities of the code, much larger cell sizes are used elsewhere. To optimize

the computational cost, the zone of interest is adjusted to the jet penetration

length of the simulated cases. Depending on the jet injection speed and the

simulation end time, different grid configurations M1 to M5 are used (Fig. 5)

whose number of cells ncells is summarized in Table 2.195

To check that the flame is correctly resolved using 80 µm cells, a one-

dimensional premixed laminar flame was computed with this resolution and

compared with Cantera [41] results (Appendix B.1). Furthermore, a grid inde-

pendence study on the full three-dimensional DNSs was used to verify that the

Species k C3H8 O2 H2O CO2 CO H2 H OH

Sck 1.22 0.74 0.55 0.94 0.75 0.20 0.12 0.49

Lek 1.72 1.04 0.77 1.33 1.05 0.29 0.17 0.68

Table 1: Schmidt Sck and Lewis Lek numbers used for some of the species used for the DNS

of propane/air flames.
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80 µm grid was sufficient to capture the aerothermochemical processes during200

ignition (Appendix B.2).

2.1.4. Initial Conditions

The atmosphere is initially at rest, filled with a perfectly premixed propane/air

lean mixture at an equivalence ratio Φu = 0.8, a temperature Tu = 298 K and

a pressure Pa = 1 atm. The lean equivalence ratio corresponds to one of our205

target applications: ICEs equipped with pre-chamber. Atmospheric conditions

were selected to make the three-dimensional DNS parametric study computa-

tionally feasible. Although this does not cover the entire operating range of

ICEs, main ignition mechanisms are not expected to differ from those at ICE

relevant conditions.210

2.1.5. Boundary Conditions

The walls of the computational domain are maintained at the initial tem-

perature Tu. A Navier-Stokes characteristic boundary condition [42, 8, 43] is

used to handle the inlet injection and limit acoustic reflections. No arbitrary

turbulence is injected into the jet so that potential turbulent structures develop215

naturally in the atmosphere. To mimic the ignition sequence produced by the

jet issuing from a pre-chamber (Fig. 2), the DNS boundary condition at the jet

inlet uses two phases in time:

1) first, fresh gases are injected from the start of injection time tsi to the

transition time ttr;220

2) then, burnt gases are injected until the end of injection time tei.

The injection timing is chosen so as to correspond to a typical injection due to

combustion in a small partially enclosed volume [27]. Appendix C shows that

M1a M1b M2a M2b M2c M3 M4 M5

ncells · 10−6 217 272 358 435 786 449 696 769

Table 2: Number of cells in the different grid configurations.
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ttr plays a limited role on the ignition results. Appendix D shows that the

injection of burnt gases is long enough so that the jet reaches a quasi-steady225

state where the ignition outcome no longer depends on the duration of the burnt

gases injection. Velocity and temperature profiles at the jet injection section are

quasi flat profiles to correspond to a short injection tube from a pre-chamber

where boundary layers do not have time to develop. The injected burnt gases

are equilibrium combustion products from a cold mixture initially at Φu, Tu230

and Pa which is burnt and then cooled by a fixed temperature drop Tdrop before

entering the DNS domain. The chemical composition of the injected burnt and

potentially cooled gases is also changed to correspond to equilibrium values at

temperature Tinj = Tad − Tdrop.

Mathematically, this results in several functions to describe the spatial and235

temporal evolution of the primitive variables at the inlet:

- the radial profile of the inlet axial velocity reads

U(r, t) = fU (t)Û(r), (1)

where r is the duct radial distance from its axis, t is the simulation time,

Û(r) is the spatial velocity profile

Û(r) = Uinj

[
1−

(
r

d/2

)N]
, (2)

where Uinj is the target injection speed, d is the duct diameter, N is the240

dampening function coefficient, and fU is the temporal velocity function

fU (t) =
1

2

[
tanh

(
t− tsi
KU

)
− tanh

(
t− tei
KU

)]
, (3)

where KU is a parameter which controls the transition width;

- the temperature profile reads

T (r, t) = fb(t)Tb(r) + (1− fb(t))Tu, (4)

where Tb(r) is the spatial burnt gases temperature profile

Tb(r) = Tu + (Tinj − Tu)

[
1−

(
r

d/2

)N]
, (5)
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where Tinj is the target hot burnt gases temperature245

Tinj = Tad − Tdrop, (6)

and fb(t) is the temporal burnt gases function

fb(t) =
1

2

[
tanh

(
t− ttr
Ktr

)
+ 1

]
, (7)

where Ktr is a parameter which controls the transition width;

- the species mass fraction profile reads

Yk(r, t) = fb(t)Yk,eq(r) + (1− fb(t))Yk,u, (8)

where the k subscript refers to the kth species, u subscript refers to the

fresh gases and Yk,eq(r) are the species mass fraction at equilibrium at the250

temperature Tb(r).

Figure 3 and 4 show the spatial and temporal profiles resulting from the pa-

rameters chosen for this work (Tab. 3). KU is chosen such that the temporal

velocity transition width defined as

eptfU =
max(fU )−min(fU )∣∣∣max

(
dfU
dt

)∣∣∣ , (9)

is equal to 40 µs which allows relatively smooth transition from zero velocity to255

jet injection. Ktr is adjusted to produce a spatial burnt gases transition width

defined as

epxfb =
max(fb)−min(fb)∣∣∣max

(
dfb
dx

)∣∣∣ , (10)

equal to the laminar flame thermal thickness δ0L.

tsi [ms] ttr [ms] tei [ms] KU [-] Ktr [-] N [-]

0.05 0.35 1.05 2 · 10-5 δ0L/(2Uinj) 20

Table 3: Parameters used to describe the inlet injection.
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2.1.6. Variability

When the flow becomes turbulent, several realizations of an ignition sequence260

may differ. However, the conditions encountered along the jet interface exhibit

all possible states for every simulation even when the realizations differ slightly.

The main outcome (ignition or no ignition) then does not change: ignition may

not occur at the same point but if it must occur for this regime, it will. This

was checked by repeating the same simulation including various perturbations in265

spatial discretization (e.g. Appendix B) or in injection timing (e.g. Appendix

C and Appendix D): the overall result was unaffected.

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Ignition Domain

Ignition sequences have been simulated for multiple combinations of inlet270

injection speed Uinj and temperature drop Tdrop. Corresponding jet Reynolds

numbers Rex defined as

Rex =
Uinjd

νx
, (11)

where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the injected gases and the x subscript refers

to the nature of the injected gases (burnt, b or unburnt, u), are displayed in Fig. 5

along with ignition results. Ignition sequences are classified as successful if the275

initiated flame kernels are sufficiently strong to induce self-sustained flames after

that burnt gases injection stops and as failed otherwise. Ignition is governed by

the competition between the rate of heat production due to chemical reactions

of the fresh mixture diffusing into the hot jet and the rate of heat losses due

to thermal diffusion. When the jet velocity increases, the diffusion process280

responsible for the transport of reactants toward the hot burnt gases becomes

stronger. However, thermal diffusion also increases. It actually increases faster

than molecular diffusion does, for fuels having a Lewis number greater than unity

as for propane (Table 1). Hence, chemistry may not be able to compensate for

heat losses any more (black crosses in Fig. 5). More intuitively, a too large285

temperature drop Tdrop for the injected hot burnt gases weakens chemistry and

leads to ignition failure. The Tdrop maximum value for ignition success decreases
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with increasing speed until ignition is no longer possible (here, Uinj above 200

m/s).

DNS allows to analyse the local flame structure during the ignition se-290

quence: Fig. 6 displays the maximum Heat Release Rate (HRR) reached in

the whole domain versus time for multiple cases. This local maximum HRR

overshoots the maximum HRR found in a one-dimensional premixed laminar

flame max(HRR)1DL, showing that some additional mixing may take place be-

fore combustion actually starts and/or that the flow alters the internal flame295

structure from its canonical laminar form.

Local HRR close to or higher than max(HRR)1DL do not necessary im-

ply that global ignition will eventually be reached (see cases [Uinj = 200 m/s,

Tdrop = 100 K], [Uinj = 250 m/s, Tdrop = 0 K] and [Uinj = 300 m/s, Tdrop = 0

K]). Even if small local ignition spots are formed, the reactive flow structure300

may be disorganized by high turbulence intensity and not be able to give rise

to self-supported propagating flames because of too many heat losses to the

surrounding: these zones may be below the critical radius for flame kernel prop-

agation.

2.2.2. Analysis of Ignition Sequences305

Low Injection Speed. For low injection speeds, no high-intensity turbulence

structure is found (Fig. 7) and the flame elements are “flamelet-like”. The

burnt gases jet develops in a mushroom shape and detaches from the hole lips

when injection stops. For Tdrop = 0, 100, 200 and 300 K, the rolled-up toroidal

structure at the jet head is a favourable place for flame kernel development,310

driven by large scale engulfment of fresh gases into the toroidal vortex core re-

sulting in large scale mixing of fresh gases and hot burnt gases. At this low

speed, it is necessary to increase the injected burnt gas cooling to Tdrop = 400

K to obtain a failed ignition sequence. The failure is not due to local flame ker-

nels which ignite but are too small to grow: it is due to the fact that chemical315

reactions are not excited by the cooled jet and ignition does not occur anywhere

in the flow.
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Moderate Injection Speed. For higher injection speeds, turbulent structures show

up and strongly disrupt the jet structure and the flame development (Fig. 8)

where no flamelet structure seems to appear. Moderate injection speed encom-320

passes here Uinj = 100 to 200 m/s. Only Uinj = 150 m/s results are shown

but cases Uinj = 100 and 200 m/s qualitatively show similar results. The initial

jet head has similarities with the low injection speed cases. Quickly, the higher

generated turbulence creates a disordered jet with intense mixing by small scale

structures and the large scale vortex at the jet head is broken up. Ignition occurs325

within the inner volume of the intense mixing zone at the jet head in a broad-

ened/distributed reaction mode already observed in ICEs [27]. For Tdrop = 200

K, chemistry is not fast enough to compensate for heat losses due to intense

mixing and ignition fails. A parallel can be drawn with the findings of Shy et

al. [44, 45, 46] that revealed turbulent-distributed flame kernels during the igni-330

tion process of a premixed charge by a spark discharge under intense turbulence

regime. In this distributed ignition mode, significantly higher ignition energies

must be provided to ensure the development of turbulent flame kernels because

of increased heat losses due to kernels disruption and turbulence.

High Injection Speed. For Uinj > 200 m/s, ignition never happens due to high335

levels of heat losses exerted by the intense turbulence (Fig. 9). Only small

reactive kernels appear and they are quickly extinguished by the flow so that

global ignition of the atmosphere is never reached.

2.2.3. Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis

Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis (CEMA) is a useful diagnostic tool de-340

veloped by Lu et al. [47] to identify flame and ignition structure in DNS of

complex flows [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. It is based on the eigenanalysis of

the Jacobian of the local chemical source terms in the governing equations of a

reacting flow
Dω(y)

Dt
= Jω

Dy

Dt
= Jω(ω + s), (12)
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where y is the vector of the local thermochemical dependent variables including345

temperature and species mass fractions, ω is the chemical source term, s is

the diffusion source term and Jω is the Jacobian matrix of the chemical source

terms

Jω =
∂ω

∂y
. (13)

A Chemical Explosive Mode (CEM) exists if Jω has an unstable eigenvalue

characterized by a positive real part λe, related to the chemical Jacobian Jω by350

λe = be · Jω · ae, (14)

where ae and be are right and left eigenvectors associated with λe, respectively.

A CEM indicates the propensity of a local mixture to ignite in an lossless en-

vironment where s� ω. If multiple CEMs are present, λe refers to the largest

eigenvalue by recognizing that ignition is controlled by the fastest CEM. Valida-

tion and more details on the practical implementation are included in Appendix355

E.

Local combustion mode. Xu et al. [50] introduced a local combustion mode

indicator α by projecting Eq. 12 in the direction of the fastest CEM

Dφω
Dt

= λeφω + λeφs +
Dbe
Dt
· ω(y), (15)

where the projected chemical (φω) and diffusion (φs) source terms are defined

as360

φω ≡ be · ω, (16)

φs ≡ be · s, (17)

and defining the local combustion mode indicator

α = φs/φω. (18)

This ratio compares the relative alignment of diffusion and chemical source

terms contributions with the fastest CEM and can be interpreted as follows:

- if α > 1, diffusion dominates chemistry in the direction of the fastest CEM365

and promotes the ignition of the mixture;
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- if α < −1, diffusion dominates chemistry in the opposite direction of the

fastest CEM and inhibits the ignition of the mixture;

- if |α| ≤ 1 chemistry dominates diffusion in the direction of the fastest

CEM and promotes the ignition of the mixture.370

In premixed flames, the local combustion mode indicator α discriminates be-

tween the preheat zone where α > 1 and the reaction zone where |α| ≤ 1

(Fig. 10). Fig. 11 shows the local combustion mode indicator α for explosive

mixture (i.e. λe > 0) for low, moderate and high injection speed cases without

any Tdrop. For low injection speed, the reaction zone is thin and not much375

distorted by the flow. The internal structure of the flames is very similar to a

one-dimensional premixed laminar flame as shown by the one-dimensional plot

through the interface between the fresh gases and the burnt gases. On the other

hand, α demonstrates the broadening of the reaction zone for higher injection

speeds already depicted in Fig 8. |α| ≤ 1 zones become thickened and/or dis-380

tributed. For Uinj = 50 m/s, projected diffusion source terms mostly act in

favour of the fastest CEM as in the preheat zone of a premixed laminar flame

where heat and combustion products diffuse back into the unburnt mixture lead-

ing to self-supported flames. For higher speeds, α < −1 zones appear where

diffusion acts against the fastest CEM. In these zones, ignition is inhibited by385

the flow. For Uinj = 250 m/s (ignition failure), |α| ≤ 1 zones are quickly broken

up and α < −1 zones dominate. More generally, as expected for ignition by hot

burnt gases, diffusion plays an important role in the ignition process as shown

by large |α| > 1 zones.

3. Models390

While the previous DNSs reveal much of the physics controlling hot jet ig-

nition, they are too complicated to be used in practice for any design process.

However, they can be used to build much simpler models as shown now. Mod-

elling the scenario of Fig. 1 requires assumptions on the mechanisms controlling
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ignition. These mechanisms may change when jet properties vary: for low in-395

jection speeds, chemistry evolves in a shorter time scale than mixing making

flamelet approaches probably adequate; on the other hand, for larger injection

speeds, mixing and chemical time scales may become comparable which sug-

gests that models not relying on any flame structure assumption may be more

appropriate. Therefore, two models are tested here: the first one (called Un-400

steady Flamelet for Ignition Prediction (UFIP), Section 3.1) is a variation of the

classical RIF proposed by N. Peters [22, 23, 24] and assumes that the ignition

process takes place (or not) in a thin, flamelet-like front. The second one (called

Convected Open Reactor (COR), Section 3.2) adopts a Lagrangian vision to re-

lax the flamelet assumption: it views the ignition process as the evolution of405

an open well-stirred reactor convected into the chamber, where fresh gases and

hot products mix at a certain rate and ignite or not. In each of these models,

the jet is assumed to act as an infinite source of ignition sites having the same

aerothermochemical properties. As a consequence, a single ignition site can be

used as a representation of the multiple ignition attempts. This implies that410

these models can only be used to model jets that have reached a quasi-steady

state (as is the case in the DNSs of this work) where ignition no longer depends

on the duration of the injection.

3.1. Unsteady Flamelet for Ignition Prediction (UFIP) Model

As established by Peters [22], if chemistry is fast compared to transport415

processes, combustion takes place within asymptotically thin layers embedded

in the flow. Applying this concept to jet ignition, the boundary of the jet

may be seen as a continuous interface strained and convected by the flow [21]

(Fig. 12). Along this interface, the motion of any fluid line segment may be

decomposed into translation, rotation and strain (given by the relative change420

in length of the line segment). In the reference frame of the fluid line segment,

the only effect of motion that will be apparent is that of strain [55]. Translation

and rotation may change the mixture that the flame front encounters, but only

strain will alter the internal flame structure. These line segments embedded
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Hot burnt gases jet ignition exhibits different structural characteristics with445

increasing turbulence intensity starting from wrinkled flames to a more disorga-

nized combustion pattern where small eddies broke/broaden the reaction zone

(Section 2). Results from UFIP can only be compared to DNSs lying in the

flamelet regime where the reaction zones are not distributed/broadened and

the burnt gases are not highly fragmented in space. This limit the range of450

application of the UFIP model to the Uinj = 50 m/s cases only.

The UFIP model requires a relation between the stretch to impose to the

representative flamelet—which reduces to the strain in its zero-curvature planar

configuration—and the aerodynamic features of the jet. In a three-dimensional

flow field, at each point of an isosurface of progress variable c, the flame stretch455

is defined as

κ = −nn : ∇u + ∇ · u + Sd(∇ · n), (19)

where n is the flame normal pointing toward the fresh gases

n = − ∇c

|∇c|
, (20)

u is the flow velocity and Sd is the flame displacement speed

Sd =
1

|∇c|
Dc

Dt
. (21)

The DNSs data can be post processed to evaluate the level of stretch that the

interface between burnt and fresh gases undergoes. However, there are several460

obstacles: first, the flamelets at the interface of the jet are subject to a wide

range of local stretches (Fig. 14). Second, the strain rate of the interface changes

in time as it is randomly disturbed by the flow. Constructing a single strain rate

to apply to a flamelet supposed to represent what is happening at the whole

interface of the jet becomes difficult: locally, a thin layer may undergo low465

strain rates and lead to ignition even if globally, the average strain rate is high.

Moreover, a flame may survive at higher unsteady strain rates than it would at

steady strain rates [59]. These difficulties prevent from using the unsteady and

heterogeneous flow field of the DNSs to establish a relation between the UFIP

strain to be applied and the jet characteristics. Here, to bypass this problem, a470
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simpler approach is used: an equivalent strain rate ae is defined as the steady

strain applied to UFIP flamelets which would be equivalent to what happens

to the unsteady thin layers featuring large strain variation. ae is supposed to

scale as the inverse of a jet flow time scale defined as the ratio between the duct

diameter and the injection speed such that475

ae = KUFIPUinj
d

, (22)

where KUFIP is a scaling constant. The UFIP model is in good agreement with

the DNSs for KUFIP = 0.06 which results in ae = 750 s−1 for Uinj = 50 m/s,

close to all of the most probable stretch values encountered in the DNSs for this

injection speed (Fig. 14). For this strain rate, UFIP predicts an ignition failure

for Tdrop > 300 K using the arbitrary threshold 0.5max(HRR)1DL to distinguish480

between ignition success and failure (Fig. 13).

3.2. Convected Open Reactor (COR) Model

The UFIP model is limited to flamelet-like thin reaction fronts, which re-

stricts its range of application to low injection speeds. As an alternative, a

more general modelling approach (the COR model) is explored now (Fig. 12).485

It consists in following an open reactor—small enough to be homogeneous—,

convected into the chamber: hot burnt gases mix at a certain rate with the

cold fresh gases within the open reactor and chemistry inside the reactor can

be tracked using a simple Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) solver with

complex chemistry. In this approach, the mixture fraction between the hot jet490

and the cold gases ξ in the open reactor changes according to a mixing rate: it

starts at ξ = 1 in the injected burnt gases jet and goes to ξ = 0 as the reactor

is convected inside the chamber and mixes with the fresh gases. The details of

the convection movement are unimportant once the evolution of ξ is specified.

The balance equations are those describing the evolution of an open system495

at constant pressure. The mass balance equation reads

dm

dt
= ṁin − ṁout, (23)
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where m is the reactor mass, ṁin is the mass flow entering the reactor (i.e. that

comes from the flammable atmosphere) while ṁout is the mass flow leaving the

reactor. The rate of entrainment of the cold mixture into the system θ is defined

as500

θ =
ṁin

m
. (24)

The species balance equations for the convected reactor read

dYk
dt

= θ
(
Y ink − Yk

)
+
rT

P
ω̇k, (25)

where Yk is the mass fraction of the kth species, T is the temperature, r is the

specific gas constant, P is the pressure and ω̇k is the chemical source term of

the kth species. The energy balance equation can be rearranged to describe the

evolution of temperature505

dT

dt
=

1

Cp

[
θ
∑
k

Y ink
(
hink − hk

)
− rT

P

∑
k

hkω̇k

]
, (26)

where Cp and h are the specific heat capacity at constant pressure and the

enthalpy per unit mass, respectively. The evolution of the mixture fraction

ξ is described by a passive scalar balance equation similar to Eq. 25 without

chemical source term
dξ

dt
= θ

(
ξin − ξ

)
= −ξθ, (27)

since ξin = 0 (the fresh gases entering the reactor have a zero mixture fraction).510

Thus, using chain’s rule, the system evolution can be described as a function of

ξ by a set of two equations:

dYk
dξ

=
dYk
dt

dt

dξ
= −1

ξ

(
Y ink − Yk

)
− rT

θξP
ω̇k (28)

and
dT

dξ
=
dT

dt

dt

dξ
= − 1

ξCp

∑
k

Y ink
(
hink − hk

)
+

rT

ξθCpP

∑
k

hkω̇k. (29)

This model was used to aid the interpretation of experimental results for burnt

gases jet ignition [13], namely the OH LIF signals. A similar concept was also515

used to examine the evolution of a hot air kernel ejected into a stratified coflow
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θ0. As expected, for large θ0, chemistry is not fast enough to balance the

cooling effect of the entrainment of fresh gases. Temperature quickly falls to

the fresh gases temperature: it is an ignition failure. For smaller θ0, the rate

of combustion heating exceeds the rate of entrainment cooling and temperature

rises to the burnt gases temperature: it is an ignition success. The COR model540

captures the essence of the phenomena at play here: ignition is controlled by the

balance between the rate of combustion heating due to the combustion of the

entrained fresh fuel and the rate of mixing cooling due to the entrainment of fresh

gases. From this, it is possible to compute θcrit0 , the critical mixing rate which

separates ignition success from ignition failure. Using KCOR = 0.3 in Eq. 31 the545

ignition limit established by the COR model is in fairly good agreement with

all DNS results (Fig. 17). This suggests that, despite its simplicity, the COR

model (which accounts for complex chemistry effects) captures ignition limits

reasonably. Figure 18 shows guidelines for a practical use of the COR model.

4. Conclusion550

Multiple DNSs of hot burnt gases jet ignition sequence have been performed,

varying the jet injection speed and temperature. Increasing the heat energy

supply by increasing the jet injection speed does not necessary favour ignition:

higher turbulence generation due to higher jet injection speed may prevent ig-

nition to be reached. This is a very important information for ICEs designers,555

seeking to increase turbulence to speed up the main charge consumption through

flame wrinkling. This work has highlighted a jet injection speed limit beyond

which ignition would no longer be possible. This jet injection speed limit de-

creases when the temperature drop that the burnt gases undergo through the

duct increases. This highlights the importance of taking into account heat losses560

in the small gaps from which jets issue, too often overlooked in jet ignition stud-

ies.

For modelling perspectives, this work has brought some fundamental knowl-

edge on hot burnt gases jet ignition. The flame structure was found to be
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models but they both integrate a key element which is a precise description of

chemistry through complex chemical kinetics. Major drawbacks of the UFIP580

model are i) the need of a representative steady strain rate and ii) the flamelet

regime assumption. The COR model adopts an opposite modeling strategy by

assuming perfect mixing and no flamelet structure as the UFIP model does.

The ignition limits given by the COR model are in good agreement with the

DNSs showing that it is a good candidate to predict the ignition of a flammable585

atmosphere by jets of hot burnt gases for which flamelet approaches (such as

UFIP) are not adequate as many regimes encountered during these ignition

sequences, especially at large injection speeds, do not fall in the flamelet regime.

Future work will integrate this model in ICE turbulent jet ignition modelling to

track misfires and optimize the design of this technology.590
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Appendix A. Analytical Reduced Chemistry Mechanism for Propane

Air Flames

A set of canonical zero- or one-dimensional configurations is used to steer800

the reduction process towards an accurate ARC mechanism. Here, the configu-

rations include one-dimensional premixed laminar flames and zero-dimensional

auto-igniting homogeneous reactors at the thermodynamic conditions of this

work. Starting from the detailed San Diego mechanism [38, 39, 40], a skeletal

reduction is performed first: unimportant species and reactions are removed805

from the detailed mechanism using the Directed Relation Graph with Error

Propagation (DRGEP) method [62]. The resulting skeletal mechanism is com-

prised of 35 species and 161 reactions. Then, 14 species are identified as being

Quasi Steady State (QSS) species by the Level Of Importance (LOI) criterion

[63]. The resulting ARC mechanism retains 21 transported species and 14 QSS810

species.

For the conditions of this work (pressure Pa = 1 atm, unburnt temperature

Tu = 298 K and equivalence ratio Φu = 0.8), the relative error on the laminar

flame speed is equal to 3.4 %. The temporal evolution of the consumption

speed of unsteady strained flamelets is predicted with less than 10 % relative815

error (Fig. A.19). The relative errors on the auto-ignition times stay below 10

% (Fig. A.20). To further evaluate the accuracy of the ARC mechanism applied

to ignition by hot burnt gases, the behaviour of homogeneous mixtures of fresh

and burnt gases are studied. Ignition times (Fig. A.21) and the times to go from

10 to 90 % temperature increment (Fig. A.22) are fairly well reproduced.820
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Appendix B. Grid Resolution

Appendix B.1. One-dimensional Flame

For the conditions of this work (pressure Pa = 1 atm, unburnt temperature

Tu = 298 K and equivalence ratio Φu = 0.8), the thermal flame thickness of

the propane/air premixed laminar flame is 420 µm. To check that the flame is825

correctly resolved using 80 µm cell sizes, a one-dimensional premixed laminar

flame was computed with this resolution and compared with Cantera [41] results

(Fig. B.23). Temperature, species and HRR profiles are consistent with the

Cantera flame.

Appendix B.2. Three-dimensional reactive flow830

A grid refinement step from a cell size of 80 µm to 50 µm was carried out

to check grid independency for the case Uinj = 100 m/s, Tdrop = 0 K. It was

achieved by refining the zone of interest only, leading to 786 million cells (grid

M2c in Table 2).

The maximum HRR in the domain, tracker of the evolution of local reactive835

regions, is almost unaffected by the grid refinement (Fig. B.24). More globally,

the averaged HRR in the domain shows a similar trend during ignition and is

then slightly impacted by the cell size. This demonstrates that the ignition

period is relatively unaffected by the grid refinement starting with a cell size of

80 µm.840

Appendix C. Influence of the Fresh Gases Injection Duration

A change in the injection transition time ttr from 0.35 ms to 0.65 ms was

carried out to ensure that it has little impact on the results (Fig. 2). This change

is done on the case Uinj = 100 m/s, Tdrop = 0 K. The maximum HRR in the

domain remains unaffected by the fresh gases injection duration (Fig. C.25).845

The averaged HRR in the domain shows similar trend during ignition and then

slightly deviates due to the chaotic nature of the turbulent flow.
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Figure C.25: Instantaneous and moving average maximum HRR alongside volume mean HRR

in the domain for Uinj = 100 m/s, Tdrop = 0 K and two different transition times ttr from

fresh gases to hot burnt gases injection.

Appendix D. Assessment of the Quasi-Steady State of the Burnt

Gases Jet

Several end of injection times tei have been used (0.85, 1.05 and 1.25 ms) to850

ensure that the burnt gases jet has reached a quasi-steady state using tei = 1.05

ms in the parametric study. Figure D.26 shows the chemical activity in the

domain for the case Uinj = 100 m/s, Tdrop = 0 K. The fact that the mean HRR

increases with tei shows that a longer burnt gases injection brings more ignition

sites and therefore more reactive flame surface in the domain. However, the855

main outcome of the jet ignition sequence is not affected by the change in burnt

gas injection duration. The maximum HRRs follow a similar trend and the

atmosphere is ignited regardless of the end of injection time. Same conclusion is

drawn for failed ignition case (Fig. D.27) where ignition failure occurs regardless

of the end of injection time: a very large number of ignition attempts has taken860

place so that if the ignition has not succeeded, it will never succeed. The jet is

therefore assumed to have reached a quasi-steady state for tei = 1.05 ms.
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Appendix E. Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis Numerical Imple-

mentation

CEMA requires the computation of the Jacobian of the local chemical source865

terms Jω (Eq. 13). While the open-source software pyJac [64] offers optimized

analytical generation of Jacobian matrices for classical chemical mechanisms

[65], it is not directly applicable to ARC mechanisms where only transported

species are included in the governing equations of the reacting flow (Eq. 12).

To bypass this obstacle, first order finite differences are used in this work to870

approximate the Jacobian matrix of the local ARC mechanism chemical source

terms. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed using LAPACK [66].

To validate the method, CEMA is applied to a one-dimensional premixed

laminar flame using both pyJac and finite differences for the skeletal mechanism

and only finite differences for the ARC mechanism (Fig. E.28). The different875

approaches give very similar results, allowing finite differences to be used in this

work. The freely propagating premixed flame is characterized by the lack of

CEM in the unburnt mixture. λe shows up in the preheat zone of the flame

driven by back diffusion of energy and radicals as shown by the projected diffu-

sion source terms φs which dominates the projected chemical source terms φω.880

λe continues to grow in the reaction zone where φω � φs before disappearing,

separating pre- and post-ignition zones [47].
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Figure E.28: Application of CEMA to a one-dimensional premixed laminar flame at 1 atm,

unburnt temperature Tu and equivalence ratio Φu. Multiple configurations are shown: skele-

tal mechanism and analytical generation of the Jacobian matrix (Skeletal, pyJac), skeletal

mechanism and finite difference approximation of the Jacobian matrix (Skeletal, finite diff.),

ARC mechanism and finite difference approximation of the Jacobian matrix (ARC, finite diff.).

Axial distance is relative to the inflexion point of the temperature profile.
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